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Building STEM Literacy in Early Childhood 

The session will introduce participants to various resources to 
engage children in science,technology, engineering, and 
math (STEM) learning. The session is being hosted by the 
STEM Center of South Texas (www.esc1.net/STEM) 
dedicated to providing STEM outreach experiences for all 
students. Participants will be guided through hands-on 
activities and discussions to increase STEM access and 
awareness among early childhood educators. 

https://earlychildhoodconference2018.sched.com/event/Et6D/building-stem-literacy-in-early-childhood#
http://www.esc1.net/STEM


Objectives

● To learn about staff development opportunities 
offered by the STEM Center of South Texas

● To participate in a hands-on experience with 
featured resources (engineering)

● To explore project-based instructional 
elements



Natural Curiosity in the Early Years

● Use curiosity and instincts to explore, experiment, 
observe, and play

● Constantly explore the world around them to answer 
questions…

● What happens if...How can I...
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Multiple Intelligences - H.Gardener
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TEAM ROBOT CHALLENGES



MUSICAL TALENTS



Intra-personal Intelligence in 
Early Childhood Challenge 
H. Gardener







Early Simple Machines Set - Problem-Solving



What’s an Engineer?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owHF9iLyxic


Engineers Ask Questions!



What does STEM look-like?



Coaching Critical Thinking 
Skills (Posters)

I Listen. I ask questions. I share ideas.

I use information. I think hard.



Create Coaching Critical 
Thinking Skills Posters

I can explain a 
concept, idea or 
problem in my 

own words.

When my team is 
discussing a topic or 

problem, I ask questions 
that help me understand 

better.

I take time to understand 
a topic or problem before 

I try to solve it.

I use information to help 
me understand a topic or 

solve a problem.

I can explain why my 
conclusions or solutions 

make sense.

If one solution to a 
problem doesn’t work, I 

try another

I can explain how 
different people might 

look at an issue, 
problem, or event.



Communicate Gender Access...



Communicate Gender Access...
1. Design your very own 
clay-based Engineer Figurine

2. Use the available materials: 
Clay, toothpicks, trays

3. Showcase your Figure by 
placing the completed product 
at the center of your table



The Clay Engineer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYZgzf1KGf8


Engineering Specialities...



Early Simple Machines Set - Problem-Solving

KEY LEARNING VALUES
Students can observe and investigate simple 
machines. Discover mechanical principles by 
exploring, investigating, and solving tasks 
related to mechanical principles as well as 
learn about energy, balance, and buoyancy.



The Engineering Process?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxJWin195kU


Pictures tell the story...



















Early Simple Machines Set - Problem-Solving





Spinning Tops

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/spinning-tops












Lon Lon



     
       LONG  /   LONGER My Prediction What I discovered





Lon

Lon

Have the children reflect on their 
tests by asking questions:

● What did you predict would 
happen and why?

● Describe what happened.
● Was this a fair test?
Did you turn the handle in tests A 
and B at the same speed? Did you 
test all the tops on the same 
surface? Or in the same way?
● Describe how the model works

(Show video of Kaylee)



Continue

Can you design your own spinning top?

● Design and make your own spinning tops.
● Consider which materials and shapes would be best.
● Create amazing optical effects and tops for all sorts of 

games.
On the worksheet draw your BEST spinning top design.



See-Saw

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/seesaw


See-Saw

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/seesaw


Car Launcher

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/car-launcher


Pinnwheel

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/pinwheel


Raft

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/raft


Engineering Challenges

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9I35Rqo04E


3 Questions



Engineering Questions

Is it Open-Ended
Is the Problem Provocative
Easy to Understand
Problem is obvious
Problem can be stated
Who would benefit
Is the problem important



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4G8gt92wXI


Engineering Questions



Engineering Questions



Engineering Challenge



Engineering Questions



Crossing Crocodile River

THE PROBLEM (5-10 MINUTES)

Sam and Sara are on a jungle 

hike when they come to a 

fast-flowing river. They can see 

several crocodiles swimming in 

the river. Sam and Sara need to 

cross the river.

Can you help Sam and Sara 
get across the river safely?

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/crossing-crocodile-river


Crossing Crocodile River

DESIGN BRIEF (3-5 MINUTES)

Design and make a safe and 

strong bridge that:

● is at least 4 in long without 

touching the water

● is at least 8 in above the 

water

● supports the weight of at 

least Sam and Sara

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/crossing-crocodile-river


Crossing Crocodile River
FAIR TESTING AND FUN (10-15 MINUTES)

● Is the bridge 8 in long or even longer?

Measure with the LEGO® DUPLO® box lid, which is 
10.5 in wide. The longer, the better.

● Is it at least 4 in above the water?
● Is it safe?

Take the Sam and Sara models for a walk across the 
bridge. Can Sam and Sara walk on the bridge at any 

place without falling through holes or gaps?

● How much weight can it carry?

Where might the weakest place be? In the middle! 
Start with Sam in the middle, add Sara.

Still OK? Then keep adding more weight (e.g. bricks) 
until it breaks! The more weight it can carry, the 

stronger the bridge.

https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/esm/crossing-crocodile-river
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Gustavo Perez
STEM Specialist
Region One ESC

gperez@esc1.net
956.984.6042

CONTACT INFO

Follow us on Twitter @ESC1_STEM
Like us on Facebook @ESC1STEM



Engineering Graphic Organizers

http://www.pinsdaddy.com/engineering-graphic-organizers_6gJ0mC9f%7CBNzEt
RdV96**T*p7lmuU9AGy4i5uea%7CpZo/

http://www.pinsdaddy.com/engineering-graphic-organizers_6gJ0mC9f%7CBNzEtRdV96**T*p7lmuU9AGy4i5uea%7CpZo/
http://www.pinsdaddy.com/engineering-graphic-organizers_6gJ0mC9f%7CBNzEtRdV96**T*p7lmuU9AGy4i5uea%7CpZo/

